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SITUATION  ON  LESVOS
Since the beginning of the month we are in an extra strict lockdown on

Lesvos . This means that both the camp and the island have a curfew from

6PM onwards and traveling from and to Lesvos is almost impossible . The

weather has also been dramatic this month , with a lot of rain , wind and cold

temperatures . Recently it has came to light that people in the camp have

the possibility of getting lead poisoning because of the lead in the water

pipelines in the camp . On a more positive note they have installed warm

showers and they are now constructing a drainage system for the rain and

working on the electricity in the camp . Obviously this should have

happened a long time before , and it is unbelievable that the camp is

flooded after one hour of rain and that there is almost never electricity in

the camp , but it is good that they are trying to make it better at last .

Nevertheless our teams keep training inside the camp , and running outside

the camp . It keeps us warm , gives us hope and keeps the spirit up !  

SITUATION  IN  ATHENS
In Athens the lockdown is a little bit less strict , which means the teams

can train until 8 o 'clock and in the park all the teams can still train

together . There are currently not many transfers to Athens happening

because of the lockdown . Fortunately this also means that the number of

people living on the streets has been reduced a lot . 





LESVOS  

Yoga:

- Vinyasa yoga (in

the camp)

- Running (in the

camp and in

Mytilini)

- Bodybuilding (in

the camp)

Martial Arts:

- Muay Tai (in the

camp)

- Boxing (in the

camp)

- Kung Fu (in the

camp)

Field sports:

- Football (in the

camp)

- Volleybal (in Kara

Tepe)

PROJECT  UPDATES
Our teachers keep training inside the camp and

despite the weather conditions this month the

teams are still growing . We had a teacher meeting

in the third week of the month to ask our teachers

how everything is going and what they need from

the coordination team . Furthermore 2 volleybal

teams started training in old Kara Tepe camp , one

for women and one for man . 

There have been 2 online yoga ZOOM classes with

Sultan and Libby , and our yoga teachers keep

developing themselves more and more also with

the help of the HOMA yoga project from Miren and

Louise . 

Estelle did an introductory talk to the students

from the yoga school of Miren Zubeldia , which was

also a great success . 



PROJECT  UPDATES
Almost all teachers are actively organizing their training

now in the park . The teams keep growing day by day ,

and this is not going unnoticed by the local community .

An accidental bypasser got so inspired that she made a

small movie about the Muay Thai team for a school

project . We hope to share the video with you soon .

Claire Lalande made an elaborate stakeholder mapping

of potential partners in Athens and this will be used to

start collaborating with other organizations . Nina and

Estelle will go to Athens in the beginning of February to

have the first talks for cooperation . 

The local firebrigade in Catalunya donated 2600 euros to

buy the equipment we need to open the gym in Athens .

We are super thankful for this and Ali can 't wait to buy

all the equipment . 

ATHENS

SCHEDULE



60 yoga mats from Manduka Europe

380 euros raised in cash by a primary

school in Basque country

Income

Our total income this month : 6 .822 ,55

(-5 .918 ,96) 

Income from general donations : 3 .822 ,55

Income from volunteer house : 0 

Support Three Peas : 400

Specific donations : 2600

Income per category : 

Other forms of support
Physical donations :

GENERAL  FINANCES  

We are 100% funded through independent donations

Volunteer house
7%

Website
6.9%

Direct transfer
35.4%Equipment Athens

36.4%

Konfront
8.7%

Expenses

Our total expenses this month : 9 .213 ,43

(-581 ,69)

Expenses per category: 

Expenses per project: 
Lesvos:                              Athens:

Human Resources
33.5%

Project Lesvos
21.7%

Housing
14.2%

Project Athens
7.9%

General costs
7%Photos 

15.7%

General fundraising update

We received 2600 euros from the

local fire brigade in Catalunya to

cover the investments we need to

make in the gym in Athens . We are

super thankful for this ! However we

have to realize that this money still

needs to be spend , so doesn 't add to

this months income . Furthermore we

received over 2000 euros from the

Netherlands raised from an initiative

started by two 7 year old boys who

sold flowers on the street for Yoga

and Sports . It is an amazing story and

we are super thankful for this !

Explanation of expenses

The highest expenses for this month are

in rent of our gyms , volunteer and

teacher houses . Furthermore of course

the teacher support and coordination

support and we spend quite an amount

of money for professional photos that

were taken already in October . 

Teacher support
47.1%

Gym
15.7%

Running
5.2%

Equipment
31.9% Gym

37.3%

Running
9.4%

Teacher support
20.1%

Equipment
33.2%



Mahdi (dancing)

Zaki (yoga)

Aziz (bodybuilding)

Navid (boxing)

Habib (boxing)

Sangali (Kung Fu)

Mahdi (Muay Tai)

Rohele (Taekwando)

Zia (Parkour)

Nassim (Karate)

Yadullah (yoga)

Sultan (Akroyoga)

Jaweed (Judo)

Wahid (Wrestling)

Mahmoud (Swimming)

Aman (Football)

Jawad (Football)

Sultan (Akroyoga)

Ali (bodybuilding)

Sohaila (Fitness women)

Aref (taekwando)

Ehsan (Kung-Fu)

Iqbal (Boxing)

Morteza (running)

Mohadise (yoga)

Hamid (Muay Tai)

Update on teachers 

Current teaching team : 

Lesvos : 

Athens :

Training but not official teachers :

COMMUNITY  &  OUTREACH

General fundraising update

Simona 

Corrado

Update on volunteers 

Coordinators : Miren , Louise , Nina ,

Estelle , Aref , Ali , Soheyla

The volunteers in January :

However we have to say that there

has not been a lot of work for the

volunteers . 

Social media

Facebook

Total likes : 3 .139 (+174) 

Total followers : 3 .364 (+79)

Total posts : 10

People reached : 27 .536 (-21%)

Post engagements : 2738 (-10%)

Page likes : 79 (-28%)

Page followers : 79 (-32%)

Instagram:

Total followers : 2 .646 (+67)

Total posts : 10

Z OOM-live with the yoga school of

Miren Zubeldia 

2 times ZOOM-live with Sultan and

Libby

Publications



Have the administration in order
Create the support team
Diversify the Board of Directors
Create more sustainable income

Make a new registration system
Work with community volunteers
Invite the local community for
climbing

Make an elaborate mapping and
stakeholder analysis to create
collaborations with other
organizations in Athens
Find at least 3 other local sports
organizations to exchange teachers
and students with
Offer more classes exclusively for
women 

PRIORITIES
GENERAL PRIORITIES

PRIORITIES LESVOS

PRIORITIES ATHENS 

01/03/2021
15/03/2021
01/06/2021
Work in progress

ALL VERY DEPENDENT ON WHEN
THE LOCKDOWN WILL END! 

01/03/2021

01/06/2021

Depending on when the lockdown
will end

DEADLINE

PRIORITIES LESVOS

PRIORITIES ATHENS 

A NEW  POLICY  PLAN
QUICK  SUMMARY



Sayed Habib
Boxing teacher on Lesvos . Practicing

boxing for 4 ,5 years . 

'Hello, I am Sayed Habib, boxing
coach on Lesvos since October 2020. I
practiced Kong Fu in Pakistan for 7
years and boxing in Afghanistan for
4,5 years. I arrived on Lesovs one year
ago. I am boxing since I arrived here, I
started in the forest, then came to the
gym and now I am teaching in the
new camp. Nothing can stop me from
practicing and teaching boxing.' 

Nina
New co-director and running coach on

Lesvos . Running since she was a little

girl . 

"I have been running since I was a
little girl, but here on Lesvos I learned
that running is something you do
together and Yoga and Sports
became my second family."

MESSAGE  FROM  THE  COMMUNITY

WITH  THANKS  TO  OUR  PARTNERS:

WWBT Lesvos Solidarity LeaveNoOneBehind

Zaporeak One Happy Family Proemaid

Spanos

Three Peas


